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Several   respiratory   mycoplasmas   were 
serologically recovered in camels (Egwu and Aliyu, 
1997; Mederos-Iriarte et al, 2014). Mycoplasma is one 
of the most common causes of respiratory diseases. 
It is either primary invader or a predisposing factor 
for complicated respiratory diseases (Chiu et al, 
2015; Waites et al, 2017). Mycoplasma contains the 
smallest essential genome capable of self-replication 
(Pettersson et al, 1996).  Mycoplasma typically show 
rigorous host tissue specificities, may be due to their 
nutritional requirements (Razin, 1992), a direct result 
of the genome reduction that likely happened as a  
result of the metabolic complementarity of their hosts 
(Andersson and Kurland, 1998).

No  specific  virulence  factor  observed  by 
mycoplasma as observed in other bacteria but 

mycoplasma use toxic metabolic intermediates, which 
they secrete and translocate to the cells of the host as 
virulence factors (Pilo et al, 2005). They contend with 
the cells of the host for biosynthetic precursors and 
can modify RNA, DNA and protein synthesis, reduce 
ATP and amino acid levels, introduce chromosomal 
alterations and alter host cell plasma membrane 
antigens (Olarerin-George and Hogenesch, 2015). 
Moreover, as they do not have cell wall, they are 
resistant to some antibiotics, which target synthesis of 
cell wall such as beta-lactam antibiotics render these 
microorganisms especially motivating in medicine 
(Waxman and Strominger, 1983).

Mycoplasma mycoides subsp. mycoides, the 
causative pathogen of contagious pleuropneumonia 
(CBPP) has been isolated from camels (Egwu and 
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ABSTRACT
Respiratory Mycoplasmosis (rMyc) is a devastating respiratory disease causing serious pneumonia in camels, 

cattle and human causing fatalities and high economic loss. Codon usage pattern is an important measure of host-
parasite relationship, parasites adaptation and evolution. In this work, two important species of rMyc affecting human 
(Mycoplasma pneumoniae) and camels (Mycoplasma mycoides) were analysed for finding their codon usage bias, factors 
affecting their genomes composition and their relation to their host including adaptation and disease pathogenesis. 
In spite of their reduced genome size, rMyc showed comprehensive and host-independent codon usage machinery 
with wide variability and incompatibility with their host pattern. Although, rMyc are common infectious agents of 
respiratory tract, they showed completely diverse codon usage, adaptation and pathogenesis profiles. M. mycoides 
showed strict highly biased A/T selection in their genomic composition, preferred codons and at the 3rd position of 
codons as well as highly divergent codon usage pattern compared with its host. M. pneumoniae showed more attempts 
in adaptation to mammalian host environment by showing codon usage pattern almost similar to their host. High 
GC content in genome, low number of overbiased and underbiased codons, high ENc values and balanced use of 
GC and AT in preferred codons N3s were among the factors of adaptation to its habitat. There was immune selection 
among rMyc. M. mycoides is more immune resistant by showing lower CpG dinucleotide frequency compared with 
M. pneumoniae. The higher and faster gene expression in M. mycoides, and to a lesser extent M. pneumoniae, devoted 
from low ENc values accounts for high pathogenicity and acute disease. Common evolutionary origin and variable 
codon usage indices account for variable attempts among Mycoplasma species to adapt their habitat regardless their 
tissue tropism or host specificity.
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